Panel: CASC and other Organizations
Internet2 Supports our Members’ Core Missions: Research, Education and Service

• Provide infrastructure and mission critical services to support the evolving needs of our community and members’ missions.
  – Critical Services: Network and Trust & Identity

• Facilitate community collaboration to enable transformational innovation and accelerate discovery.
Internet2 Supports

- The academic enterprise
- Data-intensive collaborative research
- Exploring the next Internet

How?

- Service delivery
- Convening and engagement
Key Points for Discussion

• Internet2 represents a long-term investment in basic collaborative substrate
  – Grant-funded, community-based “persistent research facilities” require planning for sustainability
  – XSEDE, GENI, NSF Cloud, BD Hubs, etc.

• Supporting collaborative research requires a campus-focused “cyber-team” approach
  – Internet2 and ACI-REF

• The conversation should be inclusive and global in scope
  – Campuses, Regional networks, National R&E networks
  – Industry members, Federal agencies
  – Next Internet2 network investment – Call for Papers coming…..